HEADSET EXTENSIONS

HEADPHONE EXTENSION — This heavy duty extension allows a .25" phone jack to be extended by 5 ft. Great for customizing an aircraft with rear passenger headphones (listen only) capabilities.

P/N 11-10620 ....... $23.85

HEADSET EXTENSION — This heavy duty extension allows a general aviation headset using PJ-068 & PJ-055B or equivalent plugs to be extended by 5 ft. Ideal when aircraft radio or intercom does not allow headset cords to reach comfortably.

P/N 11-10640 ....... $51.75

MICROPHONE EXTENSION — This heavy duty extension allows a .206" mic jack to be extended for customizing an aircraft with rear passenger microphone jacks.

P/N 11-10625 ....... $24.50

HELICOPTER HEADSET EXTENSION — Extends a helicopter headset that uses a U-174/U, U-93A/U or equivalent plug. 5 ft. in length.

P/N 11-00668 ....... $48.95

U-75/U EXTENSION — Extends a headset which uses U-75/U plug 5 ft. in length.

P/N 11-00689 ....... $104.95

"Y" ADAPTERS

DUAL HEADSET Y ADAPTER — This heavy duty adapter converts one .25" phone jack into two. Perfect for those who want to connect two headsets to one a/c radio headphone jack. Can be used with stereo or mono headphones and jacks. Length: 2 ft.

P/N 11-10610 ........... $24.65

DOUBLE HEADSET Y ADAPTER — This heavy duty adapter converts one set of a/c radio panel jacks (.206" mic and .25" phone) into two sets. Can be used with any general aviation headset using PJ-068 & PJ-055B or equivalent plug.

P/N 11-10635 ........... $67.75

DUAL MICROPHONE Y ADAPTER — This heavy duty adapter converts one .206" aircraft radio microphone jack into two. Perfect for those who want to add another push-to-talk position to the radio. Length: 2 ft.

P/N 11-10615 ........... $34.50

TRIPLE HEADSET ADAPTER — This high quality adapter uses a set of radio or intercom mic and phone jacks into 3 sets. Sets are one, three and five feet respectively. Great for adding a pair of headsets to the back of the aircraft without requiring major installation.

P/N 11-00680 ........... $86.75

DUAL HELICOPTER Y HEADSET ADAPTER — This adapter allows a single helicopter radio or intercom jack (TJ-120, TJ-120, TJ-102) to be used by two headsets. Length: 1 ft. Great for adding an additional space for headset without costly installation.

P/N 11-00681 ........... $65.75

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER ADAPTER FOR GA HEADSETS — This product allows you to interface your Digital Audio/Video Recorder with the aircraft intercom system. Great for creating your own aerial videos without excess cabin noise. Works with devices that use a 3.5mm Stereo External Mic Input like GoPro HD Video Cameras and Digital Voice Recorders.

P/N 11-10486 ........... $34.95

24 CONDUCTOR COIL CORD — This coil cord incorporates 24 individual 22-gauge wires, which is the minimum gauge required to connect typical (PTT) Autopilot Disconnect, Map Light, Trim and other control wheel-mounted switches. The coiled section of the cord has a retractable length of 6 inches and a generous 18 inches of free length on either end, allowing electrical components to be connected without splicing additional wire.

P/N 11-00937 ........... $249.00

PUSH TO TALK SWITCH HOUSINGS FOR MICROPHONE MOMENTARY SWITCH

CX-2556/U CABLE (U-229/U TO U-94A/U CONNECTOR)

4 foot extension cable. The U-229/U is the military standard audio connector. Has a U-94A/U connector on the other end with a push to talk switch built in.

P/N 11-07342 ........... $113.95

P/N 11-09134 ........... $92.95

AIRCRAFT/HELICOPTER CONVERSION

ADAPTERS

.206" JACK Y ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset with a single .206" plug into one with 2 (standard .206" mic & .25" phone plugs).

Length: 9".

P/N 11-10668 ........... $34.65

.25" JACK Y ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset with a single .25" plug into 1 with 2 (standard .206" mic & .25" phone plugs).

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00683 ........... $34.75

.206" PLUG Y ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset w/ dual .206 mic & .25" phone plugs into one plug (.25") headset.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00664 ........... $34.85

.25" PLUG Y ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset w/ dual .206 mic & .25" phone plugs into one plug (.25") headset.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00683 ........... $28.95

STANDARD (MIC/PHONE) TO HELICOPTER ADAPTER — This adapter converts a G.A. headset that has both mic and phone plug into one that uses a headset (U-174U, U-93A/U or equivalent plug).

Length: 9".

P/N 11-10630 ........... $34.95

HELICOPTER TO STANDARD (MIC/PHONE) ADAPTER — This adapter converts a helicopter (U-174U or U-93A/U) headset that has one plug into a G.A. headset that has both mic and phone plug.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-10650 ........... $34.95

U-75/U HEADSET CONVERTER ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset which has a .25" phone plug into one which uses a U-75/U plug.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00687 ........... $76.75

U-75/U HEADSET CONVERTER ADAPTER — This adapter converts a headset which has a .25" phone plug into one which uses a U-75/U plug.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00690 ........... $77.75

U-75/U TO STANDARD PLUGS CONVERTER — This adapter converts a headset which has a U-75/U or equivalent plug into a standard .206" mic & .25" phone plug.

Length: 9".

P/N 11-00691 ........... $86.75

TRIPLE HELICOPTER ADAPTER W/7'CABLE

TJT-120 & TJT-102 type Jacks) This adapter allows for 3 headsets to share one 4 conductor panel mount in jack. Backing of converter box comes with commercial grade Velcro adhesive tape for easy attachment to any surface.

P/N 11-02752 ........... $132.85

.25" HEADSET PLUG REDUCER — This adapter reduces a single .25 headset plug to a single .206 headset plug. 5" in length.

P/N 11-02748 .......... $24.50

.206 MICROPHONE PLUG REDUCER — This adapter reduces a single .206 microphone plug to a 3.5mm mini plug. 5" in length.

P/N 11-02749 .......... $25.50

HEADSET TAPE RECORDER ADAPTER — This adapter allows you to record conversations through your headset into a portable tape recorder.

P/N 11-02750 .......... $15.75

SPECIALTY ADAPTERS/ IMPEDANCE CONVERTERS

VIDEO RECORDER ADAPTER GA/HELICOPTER — This product allows you to interface your video recorder with the aircraft intercom system. Great for creating your own aerial videos without excess cabin noise. Records sounds transmitted through the intercom system only. Std Version................. P/N 11-00692 ........... $33.75

Helicopter Version............ P/N 11-00693 ........... $41.65

GENERAL AVIATION MUSIC PLAYER ADAPTER — This product allows you to input a music device (iPod, MP3 player, CD player, Garmin with XM radio, etc.) directly into your GA (Dual plug) headset. This will allow music to be heard only through the individual headset it is connected to rather than through the entire intercom system.

P/N 11-00694 ........... $51.95

LOW TO HIGH IMPEDANCE ADAPTER — This adapter converts a low impedance mic & military headset into higher impedance for use in general aviation aircraft.

P/N 11-10645 ........... $69.85

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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